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1. DHL Express to sell domestic Canadian business 

Monday, May 2nd, 2011  
DHL is to pull out of its domestic express operations in Canada, with DHL Express 
concentrating on international express deliveries to and from Canada. 
The company has agreed to sell its domestic shipping assets in Canada to TransForce, 
Inc., which will operate the domestic operations through its newly established 
subsidiary Loomis Express. 
The deal is expected to hand TransForce annual revenues of more than $275m. 
DHL, which withdrew from domestic express deliveries across the border in the US at 
the end of 2008, having somewhat singed its fingers, said it would now focus 
“exclusively” on the Canadian international shipping segment under its agreement 
with TransForce. 
The two companies have agreed a 10-year alliance in which Canadian businesses will 
continue to receive domestic and international services, though now split between 
Loomis and DHL. A new advertising campaign, entitled “The Power of Two” is being 
launched to highlight the new partnership to Canadian businesses. 
The asset sale still requires the nod from regulators, but is expected to close in the 
next 30 days. 
Ken Allen, Chief Executive Officer of DHL Express, said the sale to TransForce was 
part of his company’s global strategy to focus on its core competency, the 
international express business. 
“By entering into a strategic alliance with the market-leading domestic provider, we 
can even better meet the dynamic and growing needs of our Canadian customers by 
offering highest quality, seamless integrated shipping solutions that are second-to-
none,” Allen said. 
The domestic management team from DHL Express in Canada looks set to transfer to 
Loomis Express to ensure continuity for customers. DHL said the express deal would 
not impact on its other businesses in Canada, where more than 5,000 staff work for 
DHL Express, DHL Global Forwarding, DHL Supply Chain, DHL Global Mail and 
business process outsourcing firm Williams Lea. 
For Montreal-based TransForce, the gain of DHL’s Canadian domestic operations 
follows on from a USD $248m acquisition of Texas-based express and logistics firm 
Dynamex, a deal that was completed in February. 
Alain Bédard, Chairman, President and Chief Executive Officer at TransForce, said 
the deal with DHL would bring several benefits to his company, including 
strengthening its pan-Canadian infrastructure and opening up internataional services 
for existing TransForce customers. 
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“The combination of the two customer bases adds material revenue, creating greater 
scale in the market with superior efficiencies,” he said. 
“With our recent Dynamex acquisition, we are significantly increasing our density in 
the Canadian package and courier sector.” 
Bédard said managing the DHL domestic business as a stand-alone operation, Loomis 
Express, meant the acquisition would not affect the other TransForce package and 
courier subsidiaries. 
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2. Paper and ink prices rise, but industry �executives more troubled by 

postal hike 

Mercedes Cardona 
May 01, 2011 
 War and natural disasters won't slow the rise in printing costs. Conflicts in the Middle 
East, especially the Libyan civil war, drove oil prices from $90 a barrel in early 
February to more than $112 in April, and that puts pressure on prices of raw 
materials, including many of the precursor ingredients for inks. Meanwhile, the 
massive �earthquake and tsunami that struck Japan in March has disrupted paper 
production there.   
Despite these developments, some industry observers maintain that these events will 
not exacerbate pressure on paper and ink prices beyond what was already mounting 
over the last year. Direct marketers are more concerned about the prospect of 
additional postal increases, overshadowing worries over printing materials. Some 
observers believe the market is unlikely to support additional hikes.   
"It's not as big a concern as postage rates. Paper is a commodity, and commodity 
prices go up and down over time," notes Allen Abbott, chief operating officer of 
direct retailer Paul Fredrick. The Japanese earthquake, while it idled several large 
paper producers, is not expected to affect paper prices in the US, according to industry 
insiders. They note Japan is not a major paper exporter like China. However, Japan is 
a major pulp supplier to China.  
While the price of ink is not as big a concern as paper prices or postage, it also 
experienced large increases over the last year, say industry observers. Ink remains 
under pressure as the prices of oil and natural gas head upward and other supply 
issues affect prices for raw materials used in ink production.  
Rosin, a key ingredient in inks, nearly tripled in price last year, according to a recent 
bulletin sent to members of the National Association of Printing Ink Manufacturers. 
Other raw materials used in ink production, such as acrylic acid and carbon black, are 
also experiencing price pressures.  
The recent spike in oil prices is another factor in ink price increases, because oil and 
gas production provide many raw materials for printing, according to the NAPIM 
bulletin.  
Additionally, many other chemicals used for printing, such as varnishes and washes, 
have also been affected, says Angie McClure, print production manager at J. Schmid 
& Associates. Ink manufacturers are blaming the increase in part on a shortage of raw 
materials, she explained in an email.  
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Japanese paper manufacturers have a limited US market share, says Donald Cooke, 
SVP of Midland Paper. "Japan is not a huge export market. They're mostly an 
internally-focused market," he says. "It's not going to move the ticker in Europe or 
America."   
Additionally, paper and ink prices may be more affected by supply and demand issues 
than earthquakes, tsunamis and uprisings. Paper prices had already gone up four times 
over the last year, most recently an April hike that added 5% to paper costs, according 
to Angie McClure, print production manager at consulting firm J. Schmid & 
Associates, a direct marketing consulting company.   
McClure notes ink is up 10% due to oil prices and demand for raw materials as the 
recession abates. In addition, industry sources expect additional increases from paper 
mills this summer. One paper company executive who declined to be named said the 
increases would counteract the rise in oil and raw material costs.  
Catalog marketers adjusted to counter the rising costs last year by reducing 
frequencies, using lower-weight papers and negotiating paper contracts. Not all paper 
executives foresee further increases this year. After repeated paper price hikes in the 
last 12 months, some printers say it would be difficult to pass on the rising fuel costs 
in an environment where paper demand is recovering, but not strong. The increases to 
date were fueled by the ongoing paper mill consolidation and the reduction in 
capacity to more closely match demand.   
There is a great deal of pressure on mills to keep paper prices where they are or hold 
off increases until later in the year, says Cooke. Printers noted some mills are putting 
fuel surcharges in place to offset the rising cost of transporting their goods, rather than 
hike prices and lose sales. "Right now it's a buyer's market," says Daniel Cornelius, 
CEO of Prime, a direct marketing and commercial printing firm.   
Direct marketers are more worried about a possible postage increase following an 
inflation adjusted one on April 17. The Postal Regulatory Commission recently cited 
the standard mail flat category was not covering its costs, which means there is the 
potential for a 22% to 23% postage increase in that category.   
"I think the number one concern is postage, because that is such a big part of the bill 
these days," says Mike Amundson, EVP of Brown Printing Co. McClure noted a 
similar postage increase in 2007 caused catalog volume to fall by one  -third.  
Price increases in commodities are cyclical events that the industry handles by 
negotiating prices and hedging, says Abbott. Postage increases are a different story. 
"There's only one way to put a piece of mail in someone's mailbox," he says. "With all 
these other things, there are alternatives."  
From the May 01, 2011 Issue of Direct Marketing News 
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